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Pointing information is decisive to solving precise profile retrieval issues from occultation measurements. Research regarding strato-
spheric O3 hole in Antarctic and surface O3 pollution would significantly benefit from massive occultation measurements. A neural net-
work aided pointing information determination approach, in terms of tangent heights, is proposed to address issues requiring fast and
easy-to-use determined tangent heights. The geometrical triangular iteration (GTI) algorithm in this work is based on N2 absorption
microwindows, and several treatments (e.g., tangential stride generator and triangular-net optimization) are adopted. In addition, LSTM
is employed to reduce time consumption and increase accuracy. Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment-Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(ACE-FTS) in-flight measurements are used to assess this approach. The comparison between the proposed algorithm and eight official
products indicates a promising performance. Correlation coefficient for each orbit is greater than 0.99. The processing time is about
16.6 min per orbit with an average cost of 0.06. The introduction of LSTM technique demonstrates an approximate 28.49% better
result, with less computation time. It costed less than 30 s to determine eight orbit tangent heights. In general, although minor issues
remain, this LSTM-aided GTI algorithm is applicable in industry.
 2019 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Stratospheric O3 is crucial to radiative coercion and
ultraviolet radiation fluxes while its surficial counterpart
is a primary pollutant in worldwide populace intensive
cities, e.g. Los Angeles and Beijing (Ofipcc, 2013; Zhou
et al., 2017; Chung et al., 2014; Sandy et al., 2004). Com-
prehensive understanding of its profile can be instructive
for surface O3 induced pollution monitoring. Remote sens-
ing technique allows labor-saving O3 profile observationsommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
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offer opportunities for researchers to investigate the
Antarctic ozone hole and analyze the near ground pollu-
tion sources (Zhu et al., 2018; Castellanos et al., 2015;
Suleiman et al., 2013; George et al., 2009; Voulgarakis
et al., 2011; Harrison et al., 2014). It is challenging to
obtain profile information with high vertical-resolutions
via ultraviolet payloads (Wang et al., 2017; Jethva et al.,
2011). One remaining issue in occultation payloads, such
as Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment-Fourier transform
spectrometer (ACE-FTS) and Stratospheric Aerosol and
Gas Experiment (SAGE) II, is the determination of point-
ing information (LI et al., 2013; Urban, 2014; Steck et al.,
2008; Cortesi et al., 2016). The pointing information is the
vertical heights of tangent points of line-of-sight and atmo-
sphere. The SCISAT-1 is a Canadian scientific experimen-
tal satellite mission. ACE-FTS is one payload onboard
SCISAT-1 (Sioris et al., 2010; Manney et al., 2008). It
and another sensor were designed for improving the under-
standing of atmospheric chemistry, climate change and
aerosol/cloud extinction. Except for ACE-FTS, many
other occultation payloads have been out of operation
(Bernath, 2003). Under this circumstance, the Atmospheric
Infrared Ultraspectral Sounder (AIUS) onboard Chinese
satellite Gaofen-5 (GF5) was launched on May 9th, 2018
to satisfy the urgent needs of occultation measurements.
The pointing information, also known as tangent heights,
is decisive to profile inversion accuracy (Hendrick et al.,
2007; Foucher et al., 2008).
Major limitations of present tangent height determina-
tion include CO2 mixing-ratio assumption, inter-
dependency of tangent heights with temperature and algo-
rithm complexity which might introduce local uncertain-
ties. Current approach retrieves tangent height
determination synchronously when pressure/temperature
(hereafter as p/T) are analyzed (Foucher et al., 2007;
Boone et al., 2005). This treatment considering pointing
information as a parameter is dependent on the CO2 lines
pre-selection which is reported questionable in many cases.
For instance, CO2 mixing ratio variation accounts for a
minor error up to 10 while this method is way more prob-
lematic in troposphere due to its weak lines (Foucher et al.,
2007). Additionally, occultation payloads operate at sun-
rise and sunset, the value difference, i.e. sunrise-sunset dif-
ference (SSD) is up to comparatively large. As reported, an
approximate 10% SSD was observed for SAGE II in
stratosphere between 33 and 35 km, but for ACE-FTS,
the observed SSD has not been reported in detail (Terao
and Logan, 2005). Part of SSD is attributed to the instru-
mental and retrieval bias, and this factor might be close
to the accuracy of tangent heights. A fast, easy-to-use
determination approach of tangent height, therefore, is
the imperative prerequisite for subsequent profiles retrie-
vals and is urgently in need. In previous studies, N2 colli-
sion induced absorption continuum near 2500 cm1 was
adopted to achieve a satisfactory tangent height N2 retrie-
val (Foucher et al., 2007). Admittedly, this approachPlease cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Ademonstrates a superior performance in laboratory envi-
ronment with the employment of multiple customized
treatments as reported (Boone et al., 2005). However,
industry application requires a faster and more easy-to-
use method. Extensive reproduction of this algorithm is
unfortunately limited in industry environment, because
the details of this tangent height determination algorithm
cannot be fully revealed.
The official ACE-FTS algorithm is not for public access,
therefore the study from scratch for ACE-FTS tangent
height correction could be a helpful paradigm for subse-
quent similar occultation payloads, e.g. GF5-AIUS. An
easy-to-use geometrical algorithm on pointing-
information determination is proposed in this study for
occultation payloads in operational environment. Details
on the design and development of this algorithm (i.e., geo-
metrical triangular iteration (GTI) algorithm) will be
described, whilst the results of relative experiments on
ACE-FTS Level-1 data will be demonstrated and dis-
cussed. Additionally, this algorithm adopts techniques
(e.g., triangular-net, multicore computation) to reduce time
consumption and employs neural network model for fine-
tuning. All information will be presented and discussed.
2. Experiment data
From late 1970s, occultation sensors have been in ser-
vice include the Halogen Occultation Experiment
(HALOE), Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE) series and Fourier Transform Spectrometer
onboard SCISAT-1 of the Atmospheric Chemistry Experi-
ment (ACE-FTS). Except for ACE-FTS, HALOE and
SAGE III were terminated in 2005 and 2006, respectively.
In addition, SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter
for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) onboard
Envisat is regarded as one of the most important instru-
ments that can operate in nadir, limb, occultation modes
during the past decade. It has provided valuable measure-
ments since 2002 but the Envisat mission was terminated
in 2012. Considering the urgent demands for occultation
measurements, the Atmospheric Infrared Ultraspectral
Sounder (AIUS) onboard Chinese satellite Gaofen-5
(GF5) was launched on May 9th, 2018. The AIUS is
designed and developed with similar instrument character-
istics to ACE-FTS. The SCISAT-1 is a Canadian scientific
experimental satellite mission. It was launched in Aug.
2003, covering 85N to 85S, in low circular orbit with
the inclination of 74 to provide high latitude occultation
observations. The main purposes of ACE are to under-
stand chemical and dynamical processes that control the
distribution of O3 in stratosphere and upper troposphere;
to explore the relationship between atmospheric chemistry
and climate change; to study the effects of biomass burning
in the free troposphere; and to measure aerosols and clouds
to reduce uncertainties in their effects on the global energy
balance (Sioris et al., 2010; Manney et al., 2008). ACE car-
ries two important payloads, a high resolution (0.02 cm1)ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
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ment of Aerosol Extinction in the Stratosphere and Tropo-
sphere Retrieved by Occultation (MAESTRO), which is
designed in 285 nm-1030 nm with a vertical resolution
about 1–2 km, providing measurements of O3, NO2 and
aerosol/cloud extinction (Bernath, 2003).
ACE-FTS is a Michelson interferometer operating from
750 cm1 to 4400 cm1 in mid-IR (Kerzenmacher et al.,
2008). It features high resolution, wide spectral coverage.
Its orbital circulation is 98 min and it obtains 15 occulta-
tions per day. ACE-FTS provides the profile information
for p/T mainly in 10–100 km. Besides, its inversion proce-
dures cover volume mixing ratios (VMRs) for dozens of
atmospheric components (e.g., H2O, O3, N2O, CO, CH4,
NO, NO2 et al.). About profile performance, very good
absolute concentration determination is limited by the
high-resolution transmission molecular absorption data-
base (HITRAN) issues and calibration cannot change over
time (Rothman et al., 2013). The vertical resolution is
about 3 km and vertical sampling is about 1 km. In the
lower atmosphere, the profile is mainly limited by cloud
and spectral saturation; while in upper atmosphere, the
profile is limited by sensitivity. As reported, ACE-FTS
has shown remarkably stable operation on orbit, and it
exceeds designed operational lifetime with no significant
degradation or impact on the reliability (Dutil and
Poulin, 2002). Table 1 provides the obtained date and coor-
dinates of eight ACE-FTS Level-1 orbit transmittance data
adopted in this study. In addition, the corresponding offi-
cial Level-2 tangent-height products are used to compare
our retrieval results of the experiment. Terms in this study
are introduced as follows: (1) pointing information can be
measured in terms of tangent heights, and the tangent
height indicates the vertical height of tangent point of
LOS (line of sight) and the atmosphere; (2) the Level-1 tan-
gent height is uncorrected tangent height, it is usually
directly derived from satellite ephemeris and observation
geometry; (3) the Level-2 tangent height describes cor-
rected tangent height adopting approaches like GTI algo-
rithm and ACE-FTS official algorithm. Level-2 tangent
height includes ACE-FTS official Level-2 tangent height
products and tangent height determined by GTI. Here, if
no special explanation, the Level-2 tangent height denotes
the official ACE-FTS Level-2 products by default. (In fact,Table 1
Obtained date and geolocation center coordinates of eight ACE-FTS
orbits used to conduct the experiment.
Scene ID Date Longitude Latitude
38154 Sept. 13, 2010 73 63
43544 Sept. 14, 2011 75 63
43611 Sept. 18, 2011 119 70
40993 Mar. 25, 2015 87 78
48359 Aug. 5, 2015 72 66
39926 Jan. 11, 2011 131 68
41738 May 14, 2011 16 65
47073 May 10, 2012 59 67
Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Athe official corrected tangent heights released to users are
tagged as ‘‘Level-1” products. The conventional term
‘‘Level-2” is used instead in this study to disambiguate,
the same below.).3. Theoretical basis
3.1. Sensitivity analysis
Fig. 1 offers the ACE-FTS transmittance in the
wavenumber range 2490–2520 cm1. This range is adopted
commonly as the tangent height correction window under
the support of N2 continuum absorption. In this range,
transmittance varies little among orbits, and the shapes
of absorption line are very similar, although the fitting
slants of orbital transmittance show slightly obvious.
Strongly absorbing regions are wavenumbers around
2495 cm1 and region 2510–2520 cm1. The similarity of
vertically averaged transmittance implies that the sensitiv-
ity method for ACE-FTS like occultation instrument might
be applicable with robustness.
Additionally, in terms of transmittance for different
height levels, Fig. 2 provides necessary information to eval-
uate the feasibility of correction algorithm. The obvious
pattern shown in Fig. 2 indicates that the correction algo-
rithm is supposed to be layer dynamic, that is flexible treat-
ments for tangent heights in different height ranges. In
virtue of figure above to assess transmittance variations,
clearly in heights above 60 km the transmittance is almost
stable near to 1. Transmittance decreases almost linearly
along heights lower than 20 km. The steep decline slows
down in height of 20–40 km which makes transmittance
variation in this range stays a transition state. Accordingly,
correction algorithm is designed on basis of tangent heights
fall into three classes: lower atmosphere (<20 km), middle
atmosphere (20–40 km) and upper atmosphere (>40 km).
According to the HITRAN database, Table 2 gives the
N2 absorption coefficients in spectral region (2490 cm
1
to 2520 cm1) that is adopted in this study. Despite of
the relatively weak absorption, five absorption lines can
be obtained in this spectral region. For N2 absorption coef-
ficients in this spectral region, relatively stronger absorp-
tion is found in smaller wavenumbers and vice versa; e.g.,
the absorption in 2491.77 cm1 is about 6.17 times of
absorption in 2512.92 cm1. The average absorption
strength in this region is about 1:29 1029 cm1, and it
is scarcely deniable that the average strength is relatively
weak. To satisfy the requirements of sample size and
achieve a reliable correction accuracy, microwindows that
include 100 wavenumbers with a spectral resolution of
0.02 cm1 are initialized.
Because other species might have stronger absorption in
this region (i.e., initial microwindows) and consequently
cause uncertainties, the sensitivity analysis mentioned
before is conducted by means of taking potential gaseous
components (e.g., CO, CH4 and NO) into consideration.ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 1. Vertical average transmittance for 8 experiment ACE-FTS orbits. Each subplot shows corresponding orbital data as indicated by title.
4 S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxxThe CH4, H2O and O3, by comparison, are relatively more
influential on N2 absorption in multiple layers in initial
microwindows. Fig. 3 gives the multiple layer averaged dif-
ferential transmittance results of N2 (a), CH4 (b), H2O (c),
O3 (d), respectively. While other compounds are insensitive
in this region, the results of three disturbing absorbers are
sensitive in diverse level and exhibit different distributions.
H2O absorption is less sensitive in this region with the
smallest averaged differential transmittance. Therefore,
the interference from H2O can be neglected in this study.
The differential transmittance of O3 is at the same order
of magnitude with N2 and comparatively many absorption
lines are observed in the figure; thereby the influence of O3
is taken into consideration in the refinement of microwin-
dows. Compared with other absorbers, CH4 is the most
sensitive and possibly imposes the most impacts on N2 with
three major absorptive peaks. Additionally, the average
differential transmittance of CH4 is about two orders of
magnitude larger than N2. Accordingly, the CH4 and O3Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Aabsorptive regions are eliminated from the initial
microwindows while the H2O absorption which contributes
a small fraction is ignored.
3.2. GTI algoritm design
Because of the operational environment requirements, a
fast, easy-to-use geometrical computation algorithm (i.e.,
the GTI algorithm) for tangent height correction is pro-
posed in virtue of N2 continuum absorption and the trian-
gular iteration with tangential strides technique.
The flowchart describing the process for tangent heights
correction is presented in Fig. 4, which can be summarized
as two parts as follows: (1) the determination of tangent
heights in the middle and upper atmosphere; (2) the correc-
tion for tangent heights in the lower atmosphere. The input
data are the preprocessed Level-1 tangent heights and cor-
responding transmittances; while the output data are the
corrected tangent heights. The cost function is defined ased fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 2. Spectral averaged transmittance in Level-1 ACE-FTS tangent heights for each orbit, and the orbit number is represented by titles of subplots.
Table 2
N2 absorption coefficients in the studied spectral region (2490 cm
1 to
2520 cm1).
Wavenumber (cm1) Absorption coefficient (1029 cm1)
2491.77 2.90
2498.86 1.02
2505.91 1.41
2512.92 0.47
2519.89 0.63
S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxx 5the quadratic sum loss between observed and simulated
transmittances; and the convergence reaches if the quadra-
tic sum loss is less than 0.01 or, concerning of the time
requirement in operational processing system, the iteration
count reaches the predefined iteration number (e.g., 10
times here).
According to previous studies, the feasibility of N2 con-
tinuum near 4.0 lm was investigated and it has been
applied in tangent height correction (Foucher et al., 2008;Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, ALafferty et al., 1996). As suggested, the N2 absorptive spec-
tral region (i.e., 2490 cm1 to 2520 cm1 including 1500
wavenumbers) is adopted. To eliminate interfering absor-
bers, HITRAN (v 2012) spectroscopic parameters are used
to calculate the difference between simulated spectra by
increasing VMR of each species and corresponding original
simulations separately.
Forward model is one theoretical basis and indispens-
able tool in the implementation of tangent height correc-
tion. The Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator
(ARTS) is an open-source model for the simulation of
atmospheric radiative transfer from microwave to infrared
spectral range (i.e., millimeter and submillimeter) (Buehler
et al., 2005). ARTS development is based on the principle
of providing a widely applicable model accommodating
simulations for different viewing geometries that are
defined by Line-of-Sight (LOS) and sensors; thereby the
modularity, extendibility and generality were highly taken
into consideration. The current ARTS version is v 2.0ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 3. Differential transmittance based on HITRAN profiles of N2 (a) and three other gaseous components might be influential, that is CH4 (b), H2O (c),
O3 (d), respectively.
Fig. 4. Flowchart of GTI tangent heights correction.
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state-of-art absorption models and there are no intrinsic
limitations for viewing geometry (i.e., nadir, limb and
occultation observation geometries and other arbitrary
observation directories) (Eriksson et al., 2011; Xiaoying
et al., 2015; Ho¨pfner and Emde, 2005).
Instrumental and systematic uncertainties can be influ-
ential in tangent height correction and subsequent retrie-
vals. Above upper troposphere, gaseous components only
contribute a relatively small fraction in satellite observing
transmittances. Accordingly, impacts imposed on ACE-
FTS transmittances above 40 km can be attributed to sys-
tematic uncertainties. In lower atmosphere (i.e., lower than
20 km) and middle atmosphere (i.e., 20–40 km), the satel-
lite measurements are influenced by both systematic uncer-
tainties and geophysical/atmospheric contributors (e.g.,
ground surface refraction, the Earth curvature and gases
absorption/emission). Consequently, whilst being linear in
upper atmosphere, tangent height series in lower/middle
atmosphere is quadratic, and the cut-off point between
upper atmosphere and in lower/middle can be determined
according to the second order difference.
The correction for tangent heights in the lower and mid-
dle atmosphere includes two critical parts: (1) first-guess
for initial tangent point (i.e., the first point in tangent
height series) and its determination with tangential iterative
strides; (2) constructing possible tangent height pool and
conducting optimization for tangent height series by
employing triangular iteration.
Fig. 5 shows the basic structure of triangular-net for
tangent height series in lower/middle atmosphere. Initial
point (i.e., the lowest/first tangent point), moving point
and cut-off point are dominant in the construction for iter-
ative triangular-net. Moving point is defined as the tangent
point with the largest curvature in series, that is, the tan-
gent point imposes the most impacts on the shape of
triangular-net. Ditto, the second order difference is a good
method for position determination of moving point in tan-
gent height series.Fig. 5. The geometric structure of tangent heig
Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, AThe exact position for three vertexes are confirmed and
thereafter commences the correction process in lower/mid-
dle atmosphere. The cut-off point can be corrected by sys-
tematic uncertainties removal, therefore the correction for
the initial point is imperative for following progresses
(i.e., the determination of triangular-net’s basic shape).
The first-guess value for the initial point is derived accord-
ing to previous studies (Boone et al., 2005). By considering
both accuracy and efficiency, the ARTS simulation is used
for the initial point exclusively, besides, iterative stride gen-
eration for the correction of the initial point is designed
based on modified tangential function as follows:
strides ¼ hmin þ ðhmax  hminÞ  normalize½tanðscaler
þ moverÞ ð1Þ
scaler ¼ a p i
N  1 0:5
 
; ð2Þ
mover ¼ r p
2
 a p 0:5
 
; ð3Þ
where hmin and hmax denote possible tangent height range
(e.g., 0–20 km for most cases) for the initial point. The i
and N denote the count per iteration (starts from 0) and
the number of total iteration, respectively. Parameter a
(0, 1) dominates the domain of value range for tangent
function (i.e., the range for possible initial tangent height);
r (1, 1) is the normalized first-guess tangent height that
affects the tangent function origin of coordinates. The prin-
ciple and merits of tangential stride generation approach
concentrate on concerns involving the design of dynamic
iteration strides, that is relatively smaller iteration strides
around the first-guess and sparse strides in far-wing zones.
Additionally, thread pooling strategy adopted in iteration
stride generation is necessary for multi-core computation.
The initial tangent height is finally determined in virtue
of convolution of possible initial tangent heights with
Gaussian weights.
The tangent heights are an increasing convex sequence,
the domain of moving point is above the corrected initialhts correction in lower/middle atmosphere.
ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
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Fig. 6. LSTM neural network structure.
8 S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxxpoint (i.e., point A) and below the line connecting initial
point and cut-off point (i.e., point C), vertically; for exam-
ple, the possible tangent height of corrected moving point
might locate in the line connecting point B and point G
(e.g., point D, E or F). Iteration stride generation strategy
for moving point derived from Logarithmic function is pre-
sented as follows:
strides ¼ ðhcutoff  hinitÞ  log10
iþ 10
N  10 ð4Þ
where hcutoff and hinit denote the corrected tangent height
at cut-off point and the determined initial tangent height
suggested by previous processes, whilst other symbols are
as the same as defined in formulas above.
The construction of triangular-net is based on a series of
possible tangent heights for moving point. The triangular-
net is multiple groups of possible tangent height sequence
for each possible moving point, and the triangular-net is
achieved according to polynomial fitting while keeping
the monotonicity. The tangent height series is corrected
by multiple times of iteration, and each iteration is a pro-
cedure of triangular-net construction and cost calculation.
3.3. LSTM scheme
The GTI algorithm is efficiently advantageous in the
lower atmosphere correction performance which is closely
related to atmospheric conditions. However, in the upper
atmosphere, due to stably weak absorption, a forward
model is less sufficient in expression of the real atmospheric
transmission simulation. Potential instrumental uncer-
tainty, on the other hand, possibly contain biases sharing
some characteristics. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is
an effectively optimized network in dealing with sequential
pattern recognition problems (Graves, 1997). LSTM net-
work is an Recurrent neural network (RNN) composed
of LSTM units. The basic component for a common
LSTM is a memory cell. Besides, it also contains 3 gates,
namely an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate.
Compared to MLP (Multi-layer Perceptron), RNN is pow-
erful in handling sequential tasks (e.g., time series), it can
instantiate dynamics almost arbitrarily (Gers et al., 2014).
However, standard RNNs are severely limited by the mag-
nitude of the weights, which vary exponentially along
sequences. In contrast, LSTM exhibits significant practical
advantages. Due to the forget gate, the LSTM unit can
dropout partial information from proceeding neurons.
Therefore, it is not influenced by the gradient explosion
or vanishing problems in backpropagation (Gers et al.,
2014). The structure of LSTM neural network adopted in
the LSTM-GTI algorithm (LSTM fine-tuning aided GTI
algorithm) is depicted in Fig. 6. Here, a common LSTM
unit is used; the activation function which acts as a con-
straint in propagation is the extensively used rectified linear
unit (ReLU); the optimizer employed is Adam; the dropout
rate is 0.5 and the number of batch is 200; all parameters
are set as standard default values (Nair and Hinton,Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, A2010; Kingma and Ba, 2014). Sequential record is ran-
domly shuffled and split into 2/3 training set and 1/3 test
set. In addition, the number of training epochs was set to
200.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. GTI correction
4.1.1. Results of orbital data
Fig. 7 demonstrates the comparison of Level-1 tangent
heights, ACE-FTS Level-2 tangent height products and
GTI determination results. In general, the GTI algorithms
shows a satisfactory performance in all 8 orbits. The Level-
1 tangent heights are severely biased. The first tangent
heights in 8 sequences are all far below the horizon. The
largest first-point error is observed in orbit 43611, about
38.26 km from 0 km height; while the smallest in orbit
39926 with a difference about 6.94 km. Level-1 tangent
heights are very linear-like, and the errors are assumed to
be from systematic uncertainties and atmospheric refractiv-
ity (Boone et al., 2005). In contrasts, the Level-2 ACE
products and GTI results are more like incremental quad-
ratic curves.
Despite of the great bias in Level-1 tangent heights, the
result of GTI algorithm is still in good agreement with
ACE-FTS Level-2 tangent height products. The GTI
shows a more satisfactory result in lower atmosphere, the
difference between the corrected results and Level-2 prod-
ucts increased along with heights. The largest discrepancy
is found universally in tangent height above 100 km, where
the atmosphere is more rarefied. Because components in
upper atmosphere are in low density, their influence on
transmittance is more fractional, and the capability of for-
ward model simulation is largely restricted.
4.1.2. Error analysis
The error distribution between ACE Level-2 products
and GTI corrections is given in violin-plot above as showned fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 7. Comparison between Level-1 uncorrected tangent heights, ACE-FTS corrected products and GTI algorithm results for 8 orbit data, as the title of
each subplot indicates.
S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxx 9in Fig. 8. A violin-plot represents the distribution of one or
several categorical variables, and comparison between dis-
tributions is made easily and directly. Like box-plot, but
violin-plots can also demonstrate the probability density
of the data at different values and plot kernel density distri-
butions (Hullman et al., 2015).
In general, the mean discrepancy for 8 orbits is less than
sensor’s vertical detection resolution, i.e. 3 km. The GTI
algorithm is roughly practicable in operational environ-
ment. The largest difference is found in orbit 48359 at
2.92 km and orbit 40933 is discovered with the smallest rel-
ative difference of 0.97 km. GTI algorithm is more precise
in lower and middle atmosphere, because N2 concentration
is very small in upper atmosphere; for instance, the largest
difference in orbit 41738 is 4.69 km at tangent point No.24,Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Anear to 120 km high. As provided in Table 3, differences in
lower atmosphere in 8 orbits are all less than 1 km, expect
for orbits 40933 and 39926 of 1.84 and 1.33 km, respec-
tively. Similarly, averaged difference in middle atmosphere
for 8 orbits is around 1 km, except for orbit 48359 of
2.7 km. In upper atmosphere, the difference increases up
to about 2 km or larger.
Mean absolute deviation (MAD) is used to describe the
statistical dispersion of the differences between the GTI
corrections and ACE official Level-2 products. The MADs
for 8 orbits are less than 2 km, indicating the distribution
of differences is relatively dense. Among all 8 orbits, the
GTI algorithm demonstrates the best determination at
orbit sr40933 due to the smallest mean difference of
0.97 km and the smallest MAD of 0.9 km. Additionally,ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 8. Error distribution of GTI tangent height correction algorithm for 8 ACE-FTS orbits.
Table 3
Statistical indicators of error analysis for 8 orbits.
sr38154 sr43544 sr43611 sr40933 sr48359 ss39926 ss41738 ss47073
Mean 1.86 2.12 1.64 0.97 2.92 2.14 1.41 1.23
M.A.Da 0.94 1.17 1.18 0.90 1.42 1.67 1.45 1.31
Dif.L.A. 0.81 0.96 0.77 1.84 0.45 1.33 0.79 0.31
Dif.M.A 1.12 1.34 1.19 0.49 2.70 0.08 1.07 1.41
Dif.U.A 2.26 2.73 2.27 0.87 4.03 3.10 1.75 1.69
R2 0.9972 0.9959 0.9978 0.9992 0.9930 0.9935 0.9972 0.9979
PCC 0.9998 0.9997 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9996 0.9995 0.9996
p-value 1:26 1037 2:18 1035 8:29 1043 1:64 1039 2:61 1051 7:80 1037 7:00 1036 4:59 1045
a The mean absolute deviation.
10 S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxxthe R2 and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) which
range from 0 to 1 are employed to reveal the similarity
between GTI corrections and ACE official Level-2 prod-
ucts. The R2 and PCC coefficients are all larger than
0.99. The p-values of PCC representing the statistical sig-
nificance of similarity are all lower than 0.05, which infer
the GTI algorithm is reliable in some level.4.2. Fine-tuning with LSTM
4.2.1. Results of orbital data
As discussed above, relative differences are primarily
observed in upper atmosphere. The uncertainty could be
attributed to the weak absorption and low concentration
of N2 in upper. Consequently, N2 collision induced absorp-
tion is far less sensitive. Given that, forward model is lim-
ited in accurate transmittance simulation in this vertical
region, and corresponding tangent height determination
approach might be not feasible here.
To increase the robustness and reliability of tangent
height determination algorithm in industrial environment,
the LSTM neural network was employed to facilitate the
algorithm performance. As given in Fig. 9, the GTI results
combined LSTM fine-tuning technique are exhibitedPlease cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Aabove. Apparently, the accuracy of corrections is opti-
mized, especially in upper atmosphere. The theoretical core
of LSTM aided method is to shuffle tangent heights only of
upper atmosphere. The randomly selected training and test
procedure is a broadly adopted method to avoid depen-
dency on dataset itself. Furthermore, tangent heights of
middle atmosphere are the result of convolution of GTI
tangent heights and the extrapolation of LSTM prediction.
This modification has enhanced proposed GTI algorithm
and demonstrates a relatively acceptable result in experi-
ments on 8 ACE-FTS orbits.4.2.2. Error analysis
Fig. 10 presents error distribution of corrections utiliz-
ing LSTM-GTI algorithm. Apparently, compared with
pure GTI algorithm, the error range is largely reduced into
0–2 km for almost all orbits. Except for orbit 40933, differ-
ences between LSTM-GTI algorithm and official approach
distributes more densely. The largest mean difference is
2.07 km of orbit 39926 and the smallest is 0.97 km found
in orbit 38154. According to Table 4, MADs agree that
the difference is reduced, and its distribution becomes more
concentrated than that of pure GTI. Combining Tables 3
and 4, the largest MAD of GTI is 1.67 km at orbit 39926ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 9. Comparison between Level-1 uncorrected tangent heights, ACE-FTS corrected products and GTI algorithm adopting LSTM fine-tuning strategy
results for 8 orbit data, as the title of each subplot indicates.
S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxx 11and it is reduced to 1.55 km by using LSTM-GTI. MADs
of all orbits decrease obviously, except in orbit 40933 which
increases about 0.01 km. Specifically, as suggested in
Table 4, the difference declines at least 3.41% (orbit
39926) and the largest of 56.15% reduction is observed in
orbit 43544. Although the overall correction is quite satis-
factory in orbit 40933, the difference of LSTM-GTI
increases about 107.54% compared with which of pure
GTI algorithm.
Generally, R2 coefficients of LSTM-GTI increase
slightly while PCCs show a less than 0.03% decrement.
Although a minor loss of statistical correlation, the
LSTM-GTI exhibits an overall advantage in time con-
sumption and an accuracy increment in layered correction.Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, AIn terms of difference in layered atmosphere, the mean
difference in lower/middle atmosphere of all orbits barely
show distinct change. In contrast, accuracy of tangent
height determination in upper atmosphere is enhanced to
a considerable extent. For most orbits, the discrepancies
between LSTM-GTI results and official Level-2 products
are reduced by more than a half. Admittedly, there are still
some significant differences can be found after the adoption
LSTM fine-tuning. Overall, these relatively large deviations
are acceptable compared with ACE-FTS’s vertical resolu-
tion. Additionally, the massive application of LSTM-GTI
algorithm in industry must satisfy the requirements of
robustness and run-time limitation, which will be discussed
in following part.ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
Fig. 10. Error distribution of LSTM aided GTI tangent height correction algorithm for 8 ACE-FTS orbits.
Table 4
Statistical indicators of error analysis for 8 orbits of LSTM aided GTI.
sr38154 sr43544 sr43611 sr40933 sr48359 ss39926 ss41738 ss47073
Mean 0.97 0.93 1.00 2.01 1.09 2.07 1.17 0.99
M.A.D 0.80 0.89 0.83 0.91 0.90 1.55 1.17 1.02
Dif.L.A. 0.81 0.96 0.77 1.84 0.45 1.33 0.79 0.31
Dif.M.A 0.86 1.34 1.19 0.70 2.70 0.08 1.07 1.41
Dif.U.A 1.04 0.78 1.08 2.50 0.84 2.98 1.35 1.24
R2 0.9990 0.9990 0.9990 0.9966 0.9986 0.9948 0.9982 0.9986
PCC 0.9996 0.9995 0.9996 0.9995 0.9996 0.9993 0.9993 0.9997
p-value 8:49 1035 1:90 1033 1:92 1039 1:83 1035 1:05 1049 7:95 1035 1:10 1037 1:31 1047
Per.L.A.a 3.57% 3.84% 2.89% 7.76% 1.77% 12.61% 8.55% 3.63%
Per.M.A 7.28% 11.69% 10.02% 7.63% 22.66% 8.51% 68.92% 85.27%
Per.U.A 17.85% 13.26% 18.60% 41.93% 12.52% 37.64% 15.02% 13.80%
Per.impb 47.82% 56.15% 39.27% 107.54% 62.84% 3.41% 16.84% 19.41%
a The percentage of (Corrected tagent heights - Level-2 products)/ (Corrected tangent heights - Level-1 tangent heights).
b Percentage of determination improvement by adopting LSTM fine-tuning technique.
Table 5
The time-consumption and quadratic sum loss of tangent correction
algorithm for 8 orbital data, respectively.
Scene ID Time-consumption Quadratic sum loss
38154 0.32a 0.03b
43544 0.26 0.04
43611 0.25 0.14
40993 0.31 0.07
48359 0.25 0.05
39926 0.27 0.02
41738 0.28 0.06
47073 0.25 0.04
a The unit of time-consumption is hours.
b The loss is the quadratic sum of the difference transmittances of ARTs
simulations and satellite-based observed transmittances.
12 S. Zhu et al. / Advances in Space Research xxx (2019) xxx–xxx4.3. Computaiton platform and time consumption
The GTI algorithm is designed for operational process-
ing, therefore the maximum number of iterations is largely
limited due to the time requirement. The algorithm proto-
type is developed in Python 2.7.12/Anaconda 4.3.14 and
has been deployed on the platform with an eight-core
Intel CoreTM i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz, of which the
RAM is 20 GB and the Graphics processor is AMD
RadeonTM R7 350.
Table 5 gives the time-consumption of tangent heights
correction for three orbits. The average time for processing
is about 0.27 h (i.e., 16.6 min). The cost is defined as the
quadratic sum of difference between simulated and
observed transmittances. In aggregate, cost at the finial
iteration is relatively small. The largest cost is observed
in orbit 43611 of 0.14, and this is possibly related to the
limitation of iteration count and the design of algorithm.
For the other orbits, the cost is less than 0.07 and it is rel-
atively satisfactory for this algorithm. In comparison withPlease cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, Athe closed-source official algorithm, the GTI algorithm is
designed for easy-to-use and time-consumption is prior to
the very high accuracy. Moreover, LSTM-aided GTI algo-
rithm was tested in 8 orbits. The total time consumed in
tangent height determination of 8 orbits was 29 s, and
the results as discussed above are satisfactory in industry.ed fast pointing information determination approach for occultation
dvances in Space Research, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.01.041
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Pointing information (tangent heights) is a crucial
parameter for occultation observations to achieve reliable
profile information. Here, we propose a fast, easy-to-use
approach for tangent height determination in operational
processing of satellite data. The approach is LSTM-aided
geometrical triangular iteration (GTI) algorithm (LSTM-
GTI).
Combined with comprehensive analysis in previous
pointing information determination studies, the LSTM-
GTI algorithm is developed in this study to meet the oper-
ational environment requirements for other occultation
payloads including recently launched GF-5/AIUS. It is a
geometrical algorithm with less reliance on atmospheric
parameters and features triangular-net iteration. Conse-
quently, several tricks (e.g., tangential stride generator,
multi-core computation and triangular-net technique) are
adopted to achieve the objectives of dynamic iteration
strides and robust demands. This approach is comprised
of three major processes, systematic uncertainties removal,
determination of initial tangent point and triangular-net
optimization. Additionally, to meet the requirements of
time-consumption in industrial application, LSTM neural
network is introduced to decrease determination time.
Besides, it is also employed to remedy the defect of pure
GTI approach due to the weak N2 absorption in upper
atmosphere.
Experiments were carried out using 8 ACE-FTS Level-1
orbital data and the results show a satisfactory perfor-
mance and are in a great agreement with ACE Level-2 tan-
gent height products (i.e., the average correlation
coefficient is greater than 0.99). The average processing
time is about 0.27 h with averaged cost of 0.06 which
indicates that the LSTM-GTI is a generally sound algo-
rithm. In terms of analyses regarding errors, the average
uncertainty of 8 orbits is 1.79 km and corresponding mean
MAD is 1.26 km. Nevertheless, as aforementioned, the ver-
tical detection resolution of ACE-FTS is about 3 km,
thereby the correction effectiveness by employing the GTI
algorithm is reasonable and the design of this approach
proposed can be plausible in some levels.
The total determination time consumption is reduced to
approximate 29 s for 8 orbits, and this is a significant
enhancement. In addition, the average uncertainty of 8
orbits is decreased to 1.28 km with a corresponding mean
MAD of 1.01 km. Compared with pure GTI algorithm,
LSTM-GTI is better because the average difference of all
8 orbits is reduced by approximate 28.49%. Although the
LSTM-GTI has corrected the most of errors, one remain-
ing issue is that the deviations in the partial orbits (e.g.,
orbit 40933) have not been completely removed. This issue
will be carefully investigated and addressed concerning
extra atmospheric parameters; for instance, the co-
retrieval of p/T will be integrated in the algorithm in the
future. In addition, pertinent algorithm for middle and
upper atmosphere will be on track as well.Please cite this article as: S. Zhu, X. Li, J. Xu et al., Neural network aid
payloads from in-flight measurements: Algorithm design and assessment, AAcknowledgement
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